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Createspace. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 284
pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.Where the first book, The Discovery, primarily presents the
characters and the early history of the Q-LITHIUM phenomenon, this book chronicles new
adventures of the intrepid Q-LITHIUM team. Sean Henderson and his beautiful partner and lover, Jill
Cramer, continue their torrid romance. Surveys indicate a previously unknown source of Q-LITHIUM
located two miles deep in the Puerto Rico Atlantic trench. The Q-Labs research ship, the Nantucket
Explorer, discovers a white smoker emitting a very high purity version of the element. Before any
action can be taken, the ship is disintegrated by an unknown weapon. Q-Labs mounts a new
expedition to investigate the smoker. During collection of samples, crawler tracks are noted around
the smoker. Someone is pirating the Q-LITHIUM. The Navy interdicts a small contingent of terrorists
from a new organization attempting to install a destructive device of some sort on the survey ship.
The device proves to be a new type of weapon made with Q-LITHIUM that literally disintegrates
matter by disrupting the quantum level, mass-creating Higgs field. Using this new weapon as a
guide, Thorny Memorial Research develops a...
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Reviews
Certainly, this is actually the best job by any article writer. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom I realized this pdf from my i and dad advised this
book to discover.
-- Ms. Ver lie Goyette
Here is the greatest pdf i have got read through till now. It typically will not charge excessive. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's
what catalogs are for concerning when you question me).
-- Eula lia La ng osh
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